TYPICAL ETH PROTOCOL VISION SYST., NON-INSERTION, LED LIGHT, ETH DIMMER / VCM CPU / COMPONENT LAYOUT

NOTES:
1. ALL WIRING AND CONNECTORS ARE SUPPLIED BY CUSTOMER AND MUST BE COMPLETED IN ACCORDANCE WITH APPLICABLE REGULATIONS.
2. ETHERNET CAMERA IS CONNECTED TO CUSTOMER'S DEDICATED ETHERNET NETWORK VIA CAT6 ETHERNET CABLE. FOR LONG DISTANCES PLEASE CONTACT THE FACTORY FOR AVAILABLE ETHERNET CABLE TO FIBER CONVERTERS, SEE DOCUMENT TA11950-1024.
3. EACH VECTOR CONTROL MODULE (VCM) SYSTEM IS PROVIDED WITH 1 LICENSE OF CANTYVISION™ SOFTWARE.
4. CAMERA & LIGHT ARE PROVIDED WITH EXTERNAL EARTH CONNECTIONS.
5. ALL INFORMATION SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

CUSTOMER TO SUPPLY 16 AWG OR 1.5mm² MIN. 2 COND. SHIELDED CABLE & SEAL AT LIGHT ENCLOSURE.
- 200 ft. [152 m] MAX. DISTANCE
- 300 ft. [91 m] MAX. DISTANCE

CUSTOMER TO SUPPLY CAT6 ETHERNET CABLE WITH RJ-45 TERMINATIONS.
- 300 ft. [91 m] MAX. DISTANCE
- AVAILABLE IN WP, EXP, IP & FP RATINGS

CUSTOMER TO SUPPLY 16 AWG OR 1.5mm² MIN. 2 COND. SHIELDED CABLE & SEAL AT CAMERA ENCLOSURE.
- 200 ft. [76.2 m] MAX. DISTANCE
- AVAILABLE IN WP, EXP, IP & FP RATINGS
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24V DC INPUT POWER

VECTOR CONTROL MODULE (VCM) WITH CANTYVISION™ SOFTWARE
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